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Abstract

Attention mechanisms are used to describe hu-001
man reading processes and natural language002
processing by transformer neural networks.003
On the surface, attention appears to be very dif-004
ferent under these two contexts. However, this005
paper presents evidence that there are links be-006
tween the two during reading tasks. During007
reading, the dwell times of human eye move-008
ments were strongly correlated with the atten-009
tion patterns occurring in the early layers of010
pre-trained transformers such as BERT. Fur-011
thermore, we explored what factors lead to012
variations in these correlations and observed013
that data were more correlated when humans014
read for comprehension than when they were015
searching for specific information. Addition-016
ally, the strength of a correlation was not re-017
lated to number of parameters within a trans-018
former.019

1 Introduction020

Attention is highly associated with reading in hu-021

mans and with Natural Language Processing (NLP)022

by state-of-the-art Deep Neural Networks (DNN)023

(Bahdanau et al., 2014). In both cases, it is the024

words within a sentence that are attended during025

processing. For humans, this attention process is026

strongly linked to eye gaze (Rayner, 2009), with027

words at the center of an eye fixation being the028

words that are attended. In DNNs, this attention029

process is the result of mechanisms built into the030

network. In the case of the current state-of-the-art031

method Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017), this032

attention process is the result of the dot product of033

two vectors of that represent individual words in034

the text.035

While attention in human reading processes and036

transformers appear to be completely different, this037

paper will present experimental evidence of a link038

showing the relationship between the two. Specif-039

ically, the attention in well-known transformers040

such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), and its deriva- 041

tives are closely related to humans’ eye movements 042

during reading. We observed strong to moderate 043

strength correlations between the dwell times of 044

eyes over words and the self-attention in transform- 045

ers such as BERT. We have explored some reasons 046

for these different correlation levels but note a gen- 047

eral strong link between the original BERT model 048

and the movements of the human eye. 049

1.1 Transformers 050

Since their introduction, Transformers (Vaswani 051

et al., 2017) have dominated the leader boards for 052

NLP tasks. They have also impacted computer 053

vision (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020), including genera- 054

tive networks (Jiang et al., 2021). The transformers 055

primary feature is the attention mechanism, 056

Attention(Q,K,V) = softmax

(
QK>
√
n

)
V

(1) 057

Word vectors representations from the sequence 058

Q are compared to those from sequence K. This 059

is used to determine how much information word 060

representations from the former should incorporate 061

from the latter. If the query and key sequence are 062

the same, as in a transformers encoder, it is called 063

self-attention. The results of the attention process 064

are then multiplied by sequence V to get the fi- 065

nal outputs from the attention layer. V contains 066

different representations for the words in K. 067

The more important K words are to those in Q, 068

the more attention Q words allocate to that word. 069

The Q x K part of the attention mechanism has 070

been examined to understand how transformers 071

process information. Vaswani et al. (2017) showed 072

that words in Q could learn anaphora resolution by 073

appropriately attending the word "its" in the K. 074

The proliferation of pre-trained models quickly 075

followed the introduction of transformers. Ar- 076

guably, the most famous of these models is BERT, 077

a.k.a. the Bidirectional Encoder Representations 078
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from Transformers model (Devlin et al., 2019).079

BERT is used to encode information from whole080

passages of text into a single vector. Its bidirec-081

tional structure means that each token is placed in082

the context of the entire sequence instead of just the083

words appearing before it. This structure provided084

an increase in performance on the GLUE bench-085

marks (Wang et al.) over mono-directional models086

such as the original GPT (Radford et al., 2018).087

To ensure that the model learned to attend to088

the sequence as the whole, BERT was trained us-089

ing Masked Language Modeling (MLM), a task090

inspired by Cloze procedure (Taylor, 1953) from091

human reading comprehension studies. In MLM,092

random words from a sequence were hidden dur-093

ing input. The model then has to predict what094

word was hidden based on the context of the sur-095

rounding words. Additionally, BERT was trained096

to perform Next Sentence Prediction (NSP), forc-097

ing words from one sentence to attend to words in098

other sentences. BERT achieved state-of-the-art099

performance in multiple NLP benchmarks follow-100

ing this training regime, which led to its fame.101

BERT’s impact on the field can be seen in the102

number of subsequent models that are its direct103

descendants. Examples include models such as104

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), which uses BERT’s105

architecture but was trained via different methods.106

Other models, such as ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019),107

were created to condense BERT for faster perfor-108

mance with minimal accuracy loss. Even models109

such as XLNet (Yang et al., 2019) extend BERT’s110

architecture to include recurrence mechanisms in-111

troduced in other models (Dai et al., 2019). In turn,112

some of these descendant models have been used113

to create other models. For example, BIGBIRD114

(Zaheer et al., 2020) was built using RoBERTa as115

its base model.116

1.2 Combining Transformers and Eye Gaze117

There is a growing field of research that combines118

pre-trained transformers with eye-tracking data.119

Researchers have used BERT outputs as features120

for machine learning models to predict eye fixa-121

tions. In some instances, these outputs are com-122

bined with other features (Choudhary et al., 2021),123

whereas in other instances, BERT itself is fine-124

tuned to perform the task. For example Hollenstein125

et al. (2021a) have shown that BERT can be effec-126

tive at predicting eye movements for texts written127

in multiple languages, including English, Dutch,128

German, and Russian. 129

Given the strong relationship between eye gaze 130

and attention, it is unsurprising that there have been 131

recent attempts to compare eye gaze to the attention 132

generated in transformers. Sood et al. (2020a) com- 133

pared eye movements in reading comprehension 134

task to three different neural networks, including 135

XLNet. After fine-tuning XLNet, they compared 136

the attention from the last encoder layer to eye gaze 137

and reported a non-significant correlation. With 138

that said, their comparison only reported the corre- 139

lation for the final attention layer of the network, 140

and other studies comparing transformer attention 141

to human metrics have indicated that the strength 142

of an association can differ by layer (Toneva and 143

Wehbe, 2019). Therefore, the present study look at 144

all of the layers of the transformers. 145

Following the work of Sood et al. (2020a), the 146

present study is a large-scale analysis of the rela- 147

tionship between attention in pre-trained transform- 148

ers and human attention derived from eye gaze. We 149

compared the self-attention values of 31 variants 150

from 11 different transformers, including BERT, its 151

descendants, and a few other state-of-the-art mod- 152

els (Table 1). Using BERT-based models allowed 153

us to investigate what effect the training regime has 154

on how closely the attention is related to eye-based 155

attention. Using non-BERT models allowed us to 156

examine what effect model architecture has on this 157

relationship. Finally, the different datasets enabled 158

an investigation into how the humans’ task also 159

affects this relationship. Results showed a surpris- 160

ingly strong correlation between attention in the 161

first layer of the transformers and total dwell time. 162

These correlations were unrelated to the size of the 163

model. 164

2 Related Work 165

There have been attempts to combine DNNs with 166

eye data to perform various tasks. Some basic tasks 167

include predicting how an eye will move across 168

presented stimuli, whether text-based (Sood et al., 169

2020b) or images in general (Ghariba et al., 2020; 170

Li and Yu, 2016; Harel et al., 2007; Huang et al., 171

2015; Tavakoli et al., 2017). These predictions can 172

be used to create saliency maps that show what 173

areas of a visual display are attractive to the eye. 174

In turn, the saliency maps can be used to either 175

understand biological visual processes or be incor- 176

porated as meta-data into machine learning models. 177

The later process has led to some improvements 178
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Figure 1: The relative position of the layer with the highest correlation. 0 is the first layer, 1 is the last layer. Each
dot represents the highest correlation from one dataset.

in task performance. In a recent example, Sood179

et al. (2020b) achieved state-of-the-art results in180

a text compression task by creating Text Saliency181

Model (TSM) using a BiLSTM network that out-182

put embeddings into transformer self-attention lay-183

ers. The TSM was pre-trained on synthetic data184

simulated by the E-Z reader model (Reichle et al.,185

1998) and fine-tuned on human eye-tracking data.186

The model’s output was used to neuromodulate187

(Vecoven et al., 2020) a task-specific model via188

multiplicative attention.189

Alternatively, eye data itself can be used to in-190

spire new ways for neural networks to perform191

NLP tasks (Zheng et al., 2019). For example, it192

is well known that the human eye does not fixate193

on every word during reading (Duggan and Payne,194

2011). Nevertheless, humans, until recently, per-195

formed well above machines in many NLP tasks196

(Fitzsimmons et al., 2014; He et al., 2020). These197

observations imply that the word skipping process198

is not detrimental to reading-based tasks. Some199

researchers have exploited this process by explic-200

itly training their models to ignore words (Yu et al.,201

2017; Seo et al., 2018; Hahn and Keller, 2016).202

For example, Yu et al. (2017) trained LSTM mod-203

els to predict the number of words to skip while204

performing sentiment analysis and found that the205

model could skip several words at a time and still206

be as accurate, if not more accurate, than the non-207

skipping models. Additionally, Hahn and Keller208

(2018) showed that you could model the skipping 209

processes using actual eye movements and achieve 210

the same result. 211

Another type of exploration between DNNs and 212

human data is to examine how closely the metrics 213

used to measure eye movement are related to met- 214

rics used for machine language models. Studies of 215

this type require identifying comparable processes 216

between the two different systems and a suitable 217

dataset. For example, Ettinger (2020) has tested 218

model performance with human concepts such as 219

commonsense knowledge or negation, while Hao 220

et al. (2020) has compared model perplexity to 221

psycholinguistic features. 222

There have even been comparisons of DNN at- 223

tention to what humans attend to during reading 224

tasks. Sen et al. (2020) compared the attention of 225

humans during a sentiment analysis task to RNN 226

models. Crowdsourced workers were asked to rate 227

sentiments of YELP reviews and then highlight 228

the important words for their decision-making pro- 229

cess. They found correlations between the RNN 230

outputs and human behavior. The strength of these 231

correlations diminished as the length of the text 232

increased. 233

Closely related to this is Sood et al. (2020a) 234

who attempted to compare eye gaze to the atten- 235

tion mechanisms of three different neural network 236

architectures. One of the models was the BERT- 237

based transformer, XLNet (Yang et al., 2019). The 238
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Table 1: List of models used in this paper

Model Pretrained models in Huggingface repository
ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019) albert-base-v1, albert-base-v2, albert-large-v2, albert-xlarge-v2, albert-xxlarge-

v2
BART (Lewis et al., 2019) facebook-bart-base, facebook-bart-large
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) bert-base-uncased, bert-large-uncased, bert-base-cased, bert-large-cased, bert-

base-multilingual-cased
BIGBIRD (Zaheer et al., 2020) google-bigbird-roberta-base, google-bigbird-roberta-large
DeBERTa (He et al., 2020) microsoft-deberta-base, microsoft-deberta-large, microsoft-deberta-xlarge,

microsoft-deberta-v2-xlarge, microsoft-deberta-v2-xxlarge
DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) distilbert-base-uncased, distilbert-base-cased, distilbert-base-multilingual-cased
Muppet (Aghajanyan et al., 2021) facebook-muppet-roberta-base, facebook-muppet-roberta-large
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) roberta-base, roberta-large
SqueezeBERT (Iandola et al., 2020) squeezebert-squeezebert-uncased
XLM (Conneau et al., 2020) xlm-roberta-base, xlm-roberta-large
XLNet (Yang et al., 2019) xlnet-base-cased, xlnet-large-cased

other two networks were bespoke CNN and LSTM239

models. All models were trained on the MovieQA240

dataset (Tapaswi et al., 2016), and attention values241

were taken from the later levels of the networks.242

Several questions for the original dataset were se-243

lected for human testing, where the participants’244

eye gazes were tracked while they read and an-245

swered the questions. Sood et al. (2020a) observed246

that the attention scores from both the CNN and247

LSTM networks had strong negative correlations248

with the eye data. However, there was no signifi-249

cant correlation between eye gaze and XLNet.250

Finally, there has been recent work using trans-251

former representations to predict brain activity. For252

example, Toneva and Wehbe (2019) used layer rep-253

resentations of different transformers, including254

BERT and Transformer-XL, to predict activation255

in areas of the brain. They found that the middle256

layers best predict the activation as the context (se-257

quence length) grew. Toneva and Wehbe (2019)258

tentatively suggested that this means there is a rela-259

tionship between the layer and the type of process-260

ing occurring. To their surprise, they also found261

that changing lower levels of BERT to produce uni-262

form attention improved prediction performance.263

Schrimpf et al. (2020) performed a similar anal-264

ysis using many of the models included in the265

present study. They found that the output of some266

transformers could be used to predict their partic-267

ipants brain behavior to almost perfect accuracy.268

Prediction performance differed by model size and269

training regime, with GPT-2 performing best (Rad-270

ford et al., 2019). Surprisingly, Schrimpf et al.271

(2020) found that untrained models also produced272

above chance prediction, leading them to suggest273

that the architecture of transformers captures im- 274

port features of language before training occurs. 275

3 Analysis of Self-Attention Against Eye 276

Gaze 277

All analyses used HuggingFace’s (Wolf et al., 2020) 278

version of the transformer and associated tokenizer. 279

No training was conducted on any of the mod- 280

els. Data were created by inputting tokenized se- 281

quences into the transformer and extracting the 282

attention matrices produced for each attention head. 283

In terms of Equation 1, we are taking the output 284

of the softmax function before it is multiplied by 285

V as that provides a normalised value indicating 286

what proportion of attention each token pays to 287

all others. The attention value for each token was 288

calculated by averaging across attention heads and 289

matrix rows. This calculation produced a single 290

vector representing the amount of attention allo- 291

cated to each token by all others in the sequence. 292

Finally, if a word was tokenized into sub-words, 293

those sub-words were also averaged to produce a 294

single value for the entire word. The special to- 295

kens [CLS] and [SEP] were used for the attention 296

calculations but dropped from the final word level 297

attention vector. 298

Our procedure differs from Sood et al. (2020a) 299

who used the maximum attention from each word 300

instead of the mean. Our experiments showed that 301

the mean attention values provided more stable 302

results across datasets. For comparison purposes, 303

the results using the maximum values have been 304

provided in the supplemental data. 305
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Figure 2: The correlations between the first layer attention patterns and eye-tracking data from all datasets.

3.1 Datasets and Models306

Six different datasets were used in this analysis.307

In all cases, eye-tracking data were captured from308

human participants performing reading based tasks309

in English. Full descriptions these dataset can be310

found in Appendix A.311

Our experiments used 31 variants from 11 differ-312

ent transformers models. We have grouped these313

variants into three types: 1) Basic models use the314

same architecture as BERT. 2) Compact models are315

those designed to be smaller versions of basic mod-316

els. 3) Alternative models are those that greatly317

differ from the basic models. A full list of models318

and variants can be seen in Table 1, further details319

can be found in Appendix B.320

3.2 Results and Discussion321

All analyses reported here refer to the average dwell322

time for each word. Dwell time is a measurement323

of the total time that a participant’s eye fixated on324

a word. Both the eye gaze data and transformer at-325

tention outputs were normalized by sentence. Final326

values refer to the proportion of either dwell time or327

attention output during the processed sentence. All328

analyses report Spearman correlations (Coefficient,329

2008) to avoid data normality issues and provide a330

direct comparison to previously reported work.331

There were significant positive correlations be-332

tween the total dwell time and the attention from333

all layers of the different models. This finding was334

an apparent departure from the results of Sood et al.335

(2020a) who reported a non-significant correlation336

of -.16 between the last layer of XLNet and their337

dataset. For comparison, we obtained a .428 cor- 338

relation for their Study 1 data and .327 for their 339

Study 2 data from XLNet’s last layer. Although 340

they did not directly specify the normalization they 341

used, we suspect that the difference in results is due 342

to us using sentence level normalization and Sood 343

et al. (2020a) using paragraph normalization. For 344

comparison, we ran the same procedure using para- 345

graph normalization and obtained non-significant 346

correlations just as they did. Many of the correla- 347

tions obtained in sentence-level comparisons be- 348

come much weaker at the paragraph level. This 349

finding corresponds well with Sen et al. (2020) 350

finding that attention for non-transformer neural 351

networks becomes less correlated with eye move- 352

ments as the length of the text increases. Due to 353

this, all analyses presented here refer to sentence- 354

level correlations. 355

Our first analysis investigated which attention 356

layer was most closely correlated with the human 357

data. Figure 1 shows the relative position of the 358

layer with the highest correlation by model. In 359

many cases, the highest correlation was produced 360

by the earlier layers of each model, usually the 361

first layer (position 0). Notable exceptions to this 362

rule are the multilingual versions of BERT and 363

RoBERTa (i.e., XLM) and many compact models. 364

The finding that multilingual variants of models do 365

not behave like monolingual variants is in line with 366

previously reported studies (Conneau et al., 2020; 367

Hollenstein et al., 2021b; Vulić et al., 2020), where 368

some studies report benefits and others not. 369

Further investigations found that when the first 370
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Table 2: First layer correlations By dataset. Strongest correlations have been bolded.

Model GECO Mishra Provo Sood S1 Sood S2 ZuCo S1 ZuCo S2 ZuCo S3 Frank et al
albert-v1 0.744 0.754 0.497 0.450 0.326 0.501 0.580 0.325 0.652
albert-v2 0.748 0.739 0.492 0.460 0.329 0.503 0.585 0.326 0.637
bart 0.729 0.758 0.526 0.451 0.323 0.511 0.550 0.313 0.638
bert-cased 0.802 0.783 0.668 0.584 0.410 0.643 0.679 0.328 0.744
bert-multilingual-cased 0.753 0.727 0.525 0.459 0.338 0.489 0.622 0.324 0.603
bert-uncased 0.816 0.791 0.710 0.626 0.434 0.693 0.722 0.324 0.746
birdbird-roberta 0.775 0.774 0.600 0.511 0.363 0.582 0.565 0.319 0.693
deberta-v1 0.731 0.735 0.511 0.432 0.310 0.502 0.533 0.289 0.549
deberta-v2 0.824 0.770 0.708 0.601 0.423 0.688 0.712 0.306 0.660
distilbert-cased 0.786 0.772 0.623 0.523 0.378 0.629 0.632 0.341 0.670
distilbert-multilingual-cased 0.742 0.740 0.513 0.452 0.337 0.487 0.620 0.333 0.602
distilbert-uncased 0.796 0.780 0.649 0.576 0.396 0.649 0.678 0.319 0.725
roberta 0.709 0.755 0.523 0.453 0.329 0.504 0.537 0.291 0.632
roberta-muppet 0.712 0.763 0.527 0.460 0.329 0.501 0.542 0.297 0.665
squeezebert 0.730 0.769 0.505 0.458 0.320 0.499 0.549 0.348 0.650
xlm 0.690 0.715 0.391 0.358 0.271 0.379 0.476 0.313 0.532
xlnet 0.678 0.736 0.436 0.369 0.287 0.408 0.470 0.297 0.584

layer did not produce the highest correlation, the371

first layer value was close to the best value to rep-372

resent the performance of the model. An extreme373

example of this were the ALBERT variants, which,374

likely due to weight sharing during training, have375

virtually identical correlations from attention val-376

ues from each of its levels (Figure 3). Due to its377

general best performance, the first layer results378

have been used at the best performance for all mod-379

els. Analyses using the actual best performance380

can be observed in the supplemental files, although381

those results are highly similar to those reported382

here.383

Our next analysis compared performance across384

models based on the 1st layer correlations. Figure385

2 shows that, in general, the size of the model does386

not determine the correlation between the human387

eye and transformer attention. Evidence for this388

can be seen in minor differences between different389

sized variants of the same model. For example,390

the cased and uncased versions of BERT-base and391

BERT-large are very similar, despite the large vari-392

ants’ containing 340 million parameters compared393

to the base variants’ 110 million. Similar observa-394

tions can be observed across the other models, es-395

pecially DeBERTa, where the largest variants have396

1.5 billion parameters, and the smaller ones contain397

less than 1/3 of that number. Due to this similarity,398

results in Table 2 reports a single value per model399

type that is an average for each size variant. Ta-400

ble 3 shows the highest correlation by dataset. In401

most cases, this model was either BERT-uncased402

or DeBERTa-V2.403

While the number of parameters is not what de-404

termines the correlations, comparing across models 405

in Figure 2 suggests that training is essential for 406

determining those relationships. For example, the 407

BERT models have identical architectures to vari- 408

ous RoBERTa models, yet Table 2 shows that the 409

BERT correlations were consistently higher than 410

the RoBERTa based models. The other clear ex- 411

amples of training effects can be seen in the dif- 412

ferences between DeBERTa V1 and V2, where V2 413

models use the Scale-invariant-Fine-Tuning (SiFT) 414

algorithm introduced in the original paper. Interest- 415

ingly, the addition of the SiFT algorithm allowed 416

DeBERTa V2 to surpass human performance on 417

the SuperGLUE benchmarks (Wang et al., 2019), 418

and Table 3 shows that this model was often the 419

second-highest correlated model. While it would 420

be great to find a direct relationship between how 421

humanlike a model’s performance is and how cor- 422

related its attention patterns are to eye movements, 423

that is not the case. Excluding the compact models, 424

the BERT descents outperform it on many of the 425

benchmarks, yet only DeBERTA comes close to 426

having stronger correlations to human eye move- 427

ments. In most cases, attention patterns less related 428

to human attention produce better overall perfor- 429

mance on NLP tasks. 430

Tables 3 and 2 show the rankings by correlation 431

are similar between datasets, with BERT-uncased 432

producing the highest correlation in all but two 433

cases. In one of the exceptions, the GECO dataset, 434

BERT-uncased, was ranked second. In the other ex- 435

ception, ZuC0 Task 3, the ranking was much lower. 436

In general, the correlations from ZuCo Task 3 differ 437

greatly from the other datasets. The correlations 438
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Table 3: The three models with strongest correlation to eye-tracking data for each dataset. The uncased version of
BERT produced the strongest correlation in 7 out of 9 cases.

GECO Mishra Provo Sood S1 Sood S2 ZuCo S1 ZuCo S2 ZuCo S3 Frank-et-al
1 deberta-v2 bert-uncased bert-uncased bert-uncased bert-uncased bert-uncased bert-uncased squeezebert bert-uncased
2 bert-uncased bert-cased deberta-v2 deberta-v2 deberta-v2 deberta-v2 deberta-v2 distilbert-cased bert-cased
3 bert-cased distilbert-uncased bert-cased bert-cased bert-cased distilbert-uncased bert-cased distilbert-multilingual distilbert-uncased

are lower for all models, and the model rankings439

are very different, with two of the compart models,440

SqueezeBERT and DistillBERT, ranking highest,441

and BERT-uncased, ninth. Task 3’s participants442

were the same as Tasks 1 and 2. Those first two443

tasks produced results closer to the other datasets,444

meaning Task 3’s lower correlations are likely due445

to the task itself.446

Interestingly, in Task 3, the participants were447

presented with the question on the screen, allowing448

them to direct their eye gaze to find the information449

they required. This allowance contrasts with most450

of the other datasets where the questions about the451

data were presented after reading. The only excep-452

tions to this were some tasks by Sood et al. (2020a)453

where the question appeared on screen in Study 2454

and in 2/3’s of the tests in Study 1. Furthermore,455

the correlations from Sood et al. (2020a) Studies456

2 and 1 were also the second and third lowest of457

the datasets, respectively (Table 2). While further458

study is needed, the lower correlations from SOOD459

et al. and ZuCo Task 3 may indicate that while460

transformer attention patterns produce strong cor-461

relations when reading typically, the relationship462

drops when the reader actively searches for infor-463

mation.464

Figure 3: The average correlations between the atten-
tion patterns of across layers.

Our final analysis looks at correlations across465

levels of BERT (Figure 3). The results of Toneva466

and Wehbe (2019) suggest that the middle layers467

of BERT provided the best features for predict-468

ing brain activity in humans. They speculated that 469

these relationships could mean that the middle lay- 470

ers of BERT could be related to the kinds of pro- 471

cessing that occurs in those brain levels. Our re- 472

sults show that the attention patterns from BERTs 473

first layer were closely related to eye gaze data. 474

Again, while speculative, our results combined 475

with Toneva and Wehbe (2019) would suggest that 476

for BERT at least, the lower levels correspond best 477

to text information entering the eyes. In contrast, 478

the middle layers correspond to specific processing. 479

With that said, not all transformers produced the 480

strongest correlations from their first layer. 481

4 Investigating the Effect of Injecting 482

Eye-Gazing Bias During Training 483

In this section, we investigated the effect of inject- 484

ing human eye-gazing bias during training on test 485

accuracy. We used the BERT model (Devlin et al., 486

2019) and the sarcasm-detection dataset published 487

in Mishra et al. (2016) as a case study in our exper- 488

iments. 489

4.1 Method 490

The Mishra et al. (2016) dataset was originally 491

proposed to predict non-native English speakers’ 492

understanding of sarcasm by using eye-tracking in- 493

formation. The dataset contains information on the 494

fixation duration of each word for each participant. 495

We injected the eye-gazing bias during training by 496

optimising the following loss function 497

L = H(y, ŷ) + αH(p, p̂) (2) 498

where H(y, ŷ) is the cross-entropy loss of the 499

binary classification task of sarcasm detection, and 500

H(p, p̂) computes the divergence of the first-layer 501

attention values from the distribution of the nor- 502

malised fixation duration values given a sentence. 503

The hyperparameter α controls the weight of the 504

second term in the loss function. 505

In our experiments, we only used the fixation 506

duration values from participant 6 in the dataset be- 507

cause participant 6 had the highest overall accuracy 508
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Figure 4: Comparison of the BERT models trained with eye-gazing bias against the models trained without in
terms of test accuracy. Models in plots (a) and (b) were trained on 693 examples, and the results were obtained
after 20 runs. Models in plots (c) and (d) were trained on only 70 examples, and the experiments were repeated 50
times. The same test set (300 examples) was used for all the experiments.

on sarcasm detection (90.29%). All the hyperpa-509

rameters were tuned on a validation set extracted510

from the training set before they were applied on511

the full training set.512

4.2 Results513

The results of the experiments are plotted in Fig-514

ure 4. As expected, the models fine-tuned from515

pretrained BERT models had significantly better516

test accuracy for both small training set and large517

training set than models trained from scratch on the518

Mishra et al. (2016) dataset.519

When the models were trained on the large train-520

ing set without pretraining, the injection of human521

eye-gazing bias during training actually hurt the522

performance (statistically significant using t-test un-523

der 0.05 confidence level). With pretraining, both524

models in Figure 4(b) performed better than the525

best participant in the Mishra et al. (2016) dataset.526

The injection of human bias still lowered the mean527

accuracy, although the difference was not statisti-528

cally significant anymore. When the small training529

set was used to train the models, we found no sig-530

nificant difference after the injection of eye-gazing531

bias.532

Comparing our results to Sood et al. (2020b)533

suggests that training a model to predict eye gaze534

improves text compression performance, whereas 535

using eye gaze data to regulate sarcasm detection 536

decreased performance. It is unknown whether the 537

difference in results is due to our task choice or to 538

our method of using human data. 539

5 Conclusion 540

This paper analyzed the correlations between atten- 541

tion in pre-trained transformers and human atten- 542

tion derived from eye gaze. We found correlations 543

between the two that were generally stronger in 544

the earlier layers of the model, and in most cases, 545

strongest in the first layer. These correlations were 546

unaffected by the model’s size, as different sized 547

variants of models produced similar correlations. 548

The training the models received did appear to 549

matter, although the present study cannot deter- 550

mine the full extent of that relationship. We found 551

that correlations were weaker from eye-tracking 552

studies where the participants could actively guide 553

their reading towards seeking the information they 554

needed than when they were presented with ques- 555

tions after reading. Finally, we showed that forcing 556

the model’s first-layer attention values to match the 557

human attentions using eye-gazing duration data 558

during training did not improve the model’s perfor- 559

mance on a sarcasm detection dataset. 560
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A Datasets 841

The GECO Corpus (Cop et al., 2017) contains data 842

from 19 Dutch bilingual and 14 English readers 843

who read "The Mysterious Affair at Styles" by 844

Agatha Christie across four sessions, with com- 845

prehension tests occurring between sessions. The 846

bilingual participants completed two sessions in En- 847

glish, two in Dutch. For our analysis, we selected 848

all English sessions, regardless of the participant’s 849

bilingual status. 850

The PROVO Corpus (Luke and Christianson, 851

2018) contains 55 passages that contain an average 852

of 2.5 sentences. Passages were taken from online 853

news articles, magazines, and works of fiction. Eye- 854

tracking data was captured from 84 native English 855

speakers who were instructed to read for compre- 856

hension. 857

The ZuCo Corpus (Hollenstein et al., 2018) is a 858

combined reading, eye-tracking, and EEG dataset. 859

Data was captured from 12 native English speakers 860

who could read at their own pace with sentences 861

presented one at a time. The participants com- 862

pleted three different tasks. Task 1 was a sentiment 863

analysis task. Task 2 was a standard reading com- 864

prehension task where participants were presented 865

with questions after reading the text. Task 3 was 866

also a reading comprehension task; however, the 867

question appeared onscreen while the participant 868

was reading. 869

We also used data from Sood et al. (2020a). 870

They collected data from 32 passages taken from 871

the MovieQA (Tapaswi et al., 2016) dataset. In 872

Study 1, 18 participants answered questions from 873

16 passages under varying conditions such as multi- 874

choice, free answer with text present, and free an- 875

swer from memory. In Study 2, 4 participants an- 876

swered multi-choice questions from the remaining 877

16 passages. 878

Additionally, we used data from Frank et al. 879

(2013). In this set, 48 participants read 205 sen- 880

tences from unpublished novels for comprehension. 881

The dataset contains eye movements from a mix 882

of native and non-native English speakers. Partici- 883
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pants were occasionally required to answer yes/no884

questions following a sentence.885

The final dataset comes from Mishra et al. (2016)886

who conducted a sarcasm detection task. The887

dataset was taken from a wide variety of sources, all888

short passages containing a maximum of 40 words.889

The eye gaze of non-native English speakers who890

were highly proficient in English was tracked while891

completing the task.892

B Models893

B.0.1 Basic Models894

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019): On release, BERT895

was the state-of-the-art. It was trained using MLM,896

in which 15% of tokens were masked. Training897

also incorporated NSP by forcing the model to pre-898

dict whether two sentences were contiguous or not.899

Our analysis includes both cased and uncased ver-900

sions of the English BERT as well as a multilingual901

model.902

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019): A Robustly903

Optimized BERT Pretraining Approach. The904

model’s architecture is identical to BERT. How-905

ever, RoBERTa was trained for longer, with larger906

batch sizes and more data. Unlike BERT, the MLM907

examples were dynamically generated during a908

batch, which used the same mask patterns every909

time a sample was used. Finally, the NSP task was910

dropped as it did not affect performance.911

We have also included the MUPPET version of912

RoBERTa (Aghajanyan et al., 2021), trained using913

multitask learning with tasks from four domains:914

classification, commonsense reasoning, reading915

comprehension, and summarization. Finally, we916

have included XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al.,917

2020), a multilingual version of RoBERTa.918

B.0.2 Compact Models919

ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019): A Lite BERT is a920

BERT-based model that uses two tricks to reduce921

the number of parameters and time taken required922

to create the model. The first was factorized em-923

bedding parameterization. By decomposing the924

large vocabulary embedding matrix into two small925

matrices, the hidden size of embedding space can926

be different from the hidden size and much smaller.927

The second trick was cross-layer sharing. The pa-928

rameters for all layers are shared, leading to faster929

training times.930

DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019): This model used931

a Teacher – Student method for the distillation932

of knowledge (Buciluǎ et al., 2006; Hinton et al., 933

2015). Sanh et al. (2019) started with a full model 934

and kept every second layer to create the student. 935

The student was then trained on original training 936

data. This procedure resulted in a model that was 937

almost as powerful but half the size. 938

SqueezeBERT (Iandola et al., 2020): Squeeze- 939

BERT is Bert but with grouped convolutional lay- 940

ers instead of feed-forward layers. The model was 941

trained using the same methods as ALBERT. 942

B.0.3 Alternative Attention Mechanisms 943

DeBERTa (He et al., 2020): Decoding-Enhanced 944

BERT with Disentangled Attention differs from 945

others on this list in that it decouples attention by 946

word semantics from attention by word location. 947

Version 2 of the model used a form of adversarial 948

training to improve model generalization and sur- 949

passed human performance on Super GLUE bench- 950

marks. We have used the RoBERTa base version 951

of the model variants. 952

One problem with transformers is the quadratic 953

memory, and computational growth as sequence 954

length increases due to every token attending to all 955

other tokens. Some have dealt with this problem 956

by modifying the attention patterns to approximate 957

this full attention pattern without requiring all of 958

the attention comparisons. BIGBIRD (Zaheer et al., 959

2020) is an example that uses this attention approx- 960

imation. The model uses a combination of global, 961

sparse, and random attention. Again, we have used 962

the RoBERTa version of the model. 963

B.0.4 Alternative Architectures 964

XLNet (Yang et al., 2019): This model is a BERT 965

extension using random permutations of word or- 966

der during training. The model also incorporates 967

the recurrence mechanism used in Transformer-XL 968

(Dai et al., 2019). 969

BART (Lewis et al., 2019): Bidirectional 970

and Auto-Regressive Transformer is an encoder- 971

decoder model that is to recover data from cor- 972

rupted text input. BART has approximately 10% 973

more parameters than comparable BERT models 974

and no final feed-forward layer. Pre-training was 975

based on corrupting the inputs using token masking, 976

token deletion, token infilling, sentence permuta- 977

tion, and document rotation. 978
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